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DISSOLVING CURSES THAT DELAY & DENY OUR FUTURES – ROBERT HENDERSON 

LESSON 2 – THE PURPOSE OF CURSES 

If the enemy can find a legal right to land curses against us, then he can sabotage our future and 

success. For example, Numbers 22: 1-22 (The King orders Balaam to speak a curse over Israel so that 

they can be weakened and defeated). 

The Holy Spirit living inside us makes us overcomers unless a curse is working against us to weaken us. 

Deuteronomy 28:45 mentions four stages of a curse: 

 It comes upon us Curses are aggressive and don’t stop until we stop them 

 It pursues us 

 It overtakes us   We must proactively stop them through prayer.  

 It destroys us 

One of the main purposes of curses is to annihilate family lines and their purpose in the earth (1 Kings 

13:34). God intends to touch the earth through families to carry out certain things to His Kingdom 

purpose. 

If the devil cannot exterminate a family, he will use curses to stop the reason for the family on the 

earth. Satan seeks to stop generational blessings through generational curses. Every family line has a 

kingdom purpose (2 Timothy 1:9). 

Purpose and grace were given before time began. Grace is the empowerment to accomplish purpose. 

2 Timothy 1:5 – Timothy received tremendous faith as a family inheritance. His grandmother Lois, and 

mother Eunice passed it down to him. However, there was a fear and timidity that warred against 

Timothy’s faith (1 Timothy 1:6-7). 

In Joshua 6:26 a curse is spoken over Jericho after the children of Israel took over the land. This curse 

is fulfilled in 1 Kings 16:34, and 500 years later the curse still continues. After Elisha receives the mantle 

of Elijah, he is approached to remove the lingering curse (2 Kings 2:19-22). 

The steps followed by Elisha to dissolve the curse: 

1. “Please notice/seat” – they were asking Elisha to remove the curse from “the seat” he 

occupied in the spirit realm. Rev 3:21 shows us that curses must be dissolved by someone who 

occupies a seat in the spirit realm. There are 3 seats: 

a. The Anointing Seat – this comes as a result of a gift 

b. The Authority Seat – this comes as a result of being in right alignment with God and 

those who represent God in our lives (authoritative figures). 

c. Government/Throne Seat – as a result of an overcoming life 

We must not just occupy the seat but must know how to move in it (the place of obedience). 

2. Elisha asked for a bowl (speaks of breaking out/pressing forward). An aggressive spirit to 

break free; curses create a lethargic (lazy) attitude that keeps us bound. Like Esau (Gen 27:40), 

when you become restless, that you shall break his yoke from your neck.  

3. Elisha called for Salt – which speaks of judgement or covenant (Judges 9:45 / Leviticus 2:13) 

– salt accompanied with offerings. 

The salt indicated that Elisha was judging what had been afflicting the city for generations. He 

was also enacting a covenant with God through the act of salt.  

We can dissolve curses (Rom 12:14). 
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4. Elisha went to the source of the water supply of the city. We must find the source that allows 

a curse to operate. He was symbolically declaring that he was cutting the root cause of the 

curse.  

5. Elisha decreed with great authority. He declared that the waters were healed and barrenness 

could no longer operate. 2 Chron 28:15 we see the fulfilment and evidence that the curse was 

dissolved.   

In summary: 

Once we understand the purposes and are able to identify their operation, we can now: 

1.  Be determined/aggressive in our effort to have the curse dissolved  

2. Speak judgement over every curse operating, renounce every legal agreement, and declare a 

new covenant with God. 

3. Go to the source of the curse, and cut off any ties/influences/ gates opened 

4. Decree in authority and in faith that the curse is dissolved.  


